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Thursday Groups
Digital Group meets in person
at 7.30pm on 17 March  with
Martin hosting - see article.
AudioVisual Group meets on
24 March, led by Colin. Focus
on sound and sound editing plus
some international entries and
members’ AVs.
Links/details are in the
members’ area.

arrive and pay 50p if you would
like tea/coffee.
The meeting will be shorter than
usual; I will talk for about an
hour and then we will have
tea/coffee or a drink from the
bar. The rest of the evening will
be left free to reconnect with
friends and get to know some of
the new members who we
haven’t met in person.

Prints for Ukraine

I am horrified by the events in
Ukraine and I am sure most
members feel the same, so I will
be bringing a pile of my mounted
(not framed) prints and books etc
to the meeting and inviting
everyone to help themselves and
to give a donation to help relieve
the suffering of refugees from
Ukraine. All the money collected
will be sent to the relief fund and
I will post a receipt in Photonews
after the event.

We meet again…
The Digital Photography
Group returns to live meetings
on Thursday 17 March; new
members always welcome.
Coordinator Martin Addison
says:-
This is a rather special occasion
as it is two years since we last
had a meeting where we could
talk in person and I think that
most of us have suffered from
this lack of personal contact with
our friends.
In view of this, I would like to
make this a rather special
meeting, so for this meeting
only there will be some
differences.
Entrance will be free (normally
£1.50 plus 50p for coffee/tea.)
This will be funded by group
funds. Please sign in when you

Tuesday Programme

15 March is our Annual
Nature Competition, always a
treat! Guest judge Edmund
Fellowes MPAGB FRPS.
22 March *change
We now welcome Ann Miles
with ‘Beside the Seaside’, a look
at the British coastline. Lots on
techniques and good places to
photograph.
(*Peter Holzapfel now 12 April.)

Tuesday meetings begin at 7pm via
Zoom. Visitors are welcome: please
contact our Chairman in advance of
the meeting.
Members can find the Zoom links in the
website members’ area.

Cont’d on p2
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There are other people bringing
things which they wish to give
away in return for a donation.
Judy is bringing Lee Filters,
Canon bits and pieces, books,
filters, printing paper and so on.
Duncan is bringing some prints.
Do you have anything
photographic you no longer
want and are happy to give
away? – If so, bring it along
and we will put out some tables
and hopefully someone else
might find it useful.

My talk will be an easy-going
look at some of my photographs
from over my 50 years of
photography.
I will bring some biscuits to
share to make it more like our
Christmas event and if anyone
would like to bring something,
please do so.
There are members who will be
unable to attend, so I will record
the talk and post it on YouTube
afterwards.
If you cannot attend but have
some things which you would
like to give to other members
and raise some money for
Ukraine, do pass it on to
another member who is
attending, or drop it off on my
doorstep (see members’
area/member list for address).
You can also drop cash in an
envelope to me if you wish to
contribute to the fund.

Regarding Covid restrictions,
there are none now. Please wear
a mask if you wish to do so, but
it is not required.
I look forward to meeting up
with many of you on Thursday.

Martin

 ‘Jewel of Ukraine’ - image by Don Komarechka. Here’s Don’s image on Flickr where you can find out
more, including how it was created.
Don has made this Public Domain, so it may be downloaded and re-used without restriction.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/donkom/51931739946/in/dateposted/


Competitions & exhibitions

Basingstoke closes tonight (14
March) if you’re quick!

Robin Hood closes 16 April.

Neath Salon also closes 16 April.

Lisbon 22 closes 15 March.

Cheltenham closes 28 March.

People of the World, Bulgaria.
21 March.

Design a scarf for St Richard’s
Design a snowdrop-themed
scarf appropriate for the charity.
Your finished scarf design may
include photography, illustration,
painting, calligraphy or any
media that you can digitally
capture to answer the brief.

International Photography
Exhibition 164 is open to new,
emerging and established
photographers at all levels/ages,
in any subject or genre for a
chance to exhibit at RPS Gallery
and be featured in the RPS
Journal. A £4000 prize fund will
be awarded to support future
projects. Entry is free for one
image, and up to four can be
submitted for a fee, as a series or
individual images. (Reduced rates
for RPS members.)
Closing date: 17 May 2022
Submit before April 1 to be
included in a prize draw

For some guidance, why not pop
along to April’s Photographic
Development Group?

SELFIES: Women in
Photography Open call,
available for female & female-
identifying photographers.
Closes 30 April. Exhibition
from 15 June to 31 July,
2022 from a virtual gallery. All
images from this show will be
stored on the RPS Women in
Photography website at the end
of the online exhibition. Free
to enter, 1 or 2 images.

AudioVisual Competition
hand-in closes 21 March
2022. Entries after 17
March please copy also to
Eric Williams) .
Email av-grp@worcscc.uk
Cc. systems@worcscc.uk

SIG news
Digi Group
The Best of 2021 e-books are
now linked from the club
website.  Part 1 &  Part 2 .

Contemporary Group
The March e-book update is
online and the meeting
summary and photographer
links are here.

Photography Development
Group
- is looking to meet in person at
the British Legion at 7.30 on 14
April, pending confirmation.

This is a first for the PD Group as
it was formed during lockdown!
Going forward, the focus will still
be on supporting members in
creating quality images for
competition and exhibition
purposes, but we will now be
able to do more practical work
and can link with the club
mentoring scheme.
If you aren’t a member already
but think you might be
interested, do contact Duncan.
(See the Competitions &
exhibitions section for lots of
opportunities: why not pick
something to enter and get
advice from the group in April?)

Enter by 19 March.
Andoversford Races.

Don’t forget our WCC
Flickr group and
Facebook group if
you want to share
images online, get
feedback or just
browse and chill!
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Meet the Committee
David Hall, Public Relations

It is one of the curious facts of
life that many journeys start and
end at the same point. I was
only 11 when, after persistent
curiosity and interest in my
father’s camera, he finally gave
in and presented me with his
Franka Solida II (a 2 ¼ square
inch 120 film bellows folding
camera) as a birthday present. I
suspect to this day that his
motives were to allow him to
buy a new and then increasingly
fashionable 35mm camera, with
the wonders of colour
transparencies, but it was the
start of my photographic journey.
My first efforts at recording the
world around me seem
dominated by pictures of my
dog, steam engines and teenage
friends – hardly what I would
describe as artistic expression.
As time slipped by, I also moved
on to the wonders of 35mm and
even half-frame cameras. To be
truthful, many of my early
choices were driven more
around the economics of film
and processing costs and it was
not until after graduating that I
could afford a better camera.
Whilst juggling with the costs of
living in London and studying at
St Bart’s hospital, money was
never very plentiful and a close
friend who had been watching
my photography emerging from
the tiny college darkroom asked
me to photograph his wedding. I

didn’t have the heart to tell him I
had just been burgled and all my
kit stolen, but with a timely
settlement from my insurance I
headed for City Camera
Exchange in London and bought
my first proper camera – a
Nikon F2 Photomic, with 24, 50
& 80-200 lenses and took my
first paid photographic job.
Since that day forward I have
been a Nikon man, simply
because it was too darn
expensive to change lenses!
I have now retired, but was
fortunate for many years to be
able to travel extensively round
the world with my job and
whenever there was any chance
of spare time at my destination,
I would pack a camera and
explore.
Pictures became memories that
did not fade and although many
images were on kit far less able
than today’s digital wonders, I

have a treasure chest of scenes
from over 100 countries that
provide me with endless
reminders of the beauty all
around us.
Upon retiring and hanging up
my battered suitcase, I needed
something to do. Photography
had been my constant
companion and I really wanted
to try and get better at it. A trial
visit and the welcoming arms of
Worcester Camera Club have
seen me explore genres of
photography I have merely
wondered at. My favourites are
still photographing the curious,
people and their funny ways but,
in truth, I enjoy most types of
still photography and would
hesitate to classify my subject
matter into any one box.
In an attempt to be the best
photographer I can, I have
recently returned to using
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‘serious’ cameras and have
returned to medium format.
These blasts from the past lack
the speed required for journalistic
endeavour, produce gigantic files
and, like the old Solida II - make
you pause for thought before
pressing the shutter. Thankfully,
I no longer have the cost of film
and developing but instead have
the whole new world and joy of
post-processing - trying to make
the image how I imagined it in
the first place. Like I said – so
many journeys start and end at
the same point. As an 11 year
old, who would have guessed
that the journey was so long? It
just feels like the beginning to
me…

David Hall
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Members’ images and news: Vintage Flying Scotsman

Eric Williams LRPS DPAGB says:- A couple of fun images of the Flying Scotsman leaving Worcester this
week. I spent ages in the darkroom processing them!
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A Window on the Past
Clive Haynes FRPS

Over time, I’ve accumulated a
number of old cameras and
related pieces of photographic
equipment. Looking at the
collection it’s fascinating to
explore the journey photography
has taken to reach our present
hi-tech digital age.
The evolution of cameras,
lenses, film and light-meters,
plus a whole host of accessories
and gizmos is quite fascinating.
As with biological evolution,
there have been many dead ends
and advances. From time to
time, I’m going to share a few of
these.  My examples won’t be in
chronological order but they’ll be
a random dip into the past.
I’m grateful to Paul Mann whose
knowledge and enthusiasm for
old cameras and equipment has
proved invaluable.  Discussions
with Paul and information
gained from the internet has
further extended my
understanding about this
fascinating subject.

‘Purma Special’ (1937)

Founded in 1935, the Purma
Camera company of London was
the brainchild of British painter
and commercial poster
artist, Tom Purvis and inventor,
Alfred Croger Mayo.  Curiously,
funding came from David Brock
of the Brock Fireworks
Company.  The camera was built
around a unique focal plane
shutter concept designed by
Mayo in 1933.  The name
“Purma” is an amalgam parts of

their surnames, Purvis
and Mayo.

Art Deco in design, the ‘Purma
Special’ camera with its ‘cylinder
slot’ shutter and Beck
Anastigmat f6.3 2 1/4 lens,
originated in 1937.  It used a
127 film to give 16 square
format photos.

This distinctive Art Deco camera
with its black Bakelite body was
advertised as having a
‘streamlined moderne curvilinear
body design’’.
A particularly unusual feature of
this camera is the shutter
mechanism where the three
speeds are controlled by gravity.
Being a square format design,
the orientation of the camera
doesn’t matter.
The focal plane shutter is made
from two metal plates that slide,
as a variable width slit, across
the curved film plane.

Holding the camera horizontally
or vertically determines the
shutter speed.  The shutter
speed is changed by the position
of an integral brass cam/weight
which alters the width of the slit.

When vertical, gravity, acting
upon the brass weight, either
speeds up or inhibits the speed.
In the horizontal position,
gravity has no effect.  A simple
and quite ingenious idea.
Holding the camera horizontally,
the shutter speed is ‘medium’
(1/150sec), the slit about 1/8”.
Turning the camera clockwise to
hold it vertically, the shutter
speed is ‘slow’ (1/25 sec) with
the slit about 1/2”.

Remaining vertical but turning
the camera anticlockwise the
‘fast’ speed (1/450s) is selected
with the slit about 1/16”.
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Flashback

In the same  edition
from September 2014
was this brief and
modestly ornithological
introduction from a
then new member, a
certain Mr Eric
Williams, now LRPS
DPAGB, and certainly a
very strong contributor
to club life!

The square eyepiece has the
words Fast and Slow written on
the sides, as a reminder how to
orient the camera for the
different shutter-speeds.
The two small circular windows
on the back are to view the
frame number of the film (1 to
16).
It was sold with two red
windows (for orthochromatic
films), plus a second set of
green windows for certain types

of panchromatic film.  Apparently,
being easily lost, the additional
green windows are rarely found
with Purma Specials.
Fortunately, the one I have still
possesses its green windows.

It's a chunky camera to use and
the shutter has a quite distinct
‘clunk’.
At over 80 years old, it makes
one wonder how serviceable our
present digital cameras will be in
the year 2102, when, with good
fortune, the spring and gravity-
based mechanism of the good
old Purma will still be going
strong.

Clive

Find the photographer challenge!
Our secretary, Richard, had this
enquiry from Australia recently.

‘I bought the attached
photograph in around March
2015 whilst on a trip back to
Worcester and the UK from
Australia. The picture was part
of an exhibition in a small mall
above what used to be called

Angel Place, Worcester and I’m
sure it was a local camera club
show. I am wanting to get a
reprint but do not have the
photographer’s name.’

When Richard sent this through
to me, I was sure I recognised
the print and a couple of names
sprang to mind but nothing
really clicked for sure. So, armed
with the rough date of the
exhibition, I had a ferret through
the past newsletter files and, lo
and behold, I found this image
from September 2014, taken by
Brian Eacock ARPS, who
photographed several members
exhibiting at Malvern Hills
Science Park.

Unfortunately, I don’t have a
working email for Roger any
more, and though I have left a
request on his Twitter feed, I’ve
not heard from him. If anyone
in the club is still in touch
with Roger, please could you
ask him to contact Richard
Handley or me ASAP so we
can put him in touch with his
Antipodean fan!

Are you working towards a WCC
Diploma? If not, have you
looked recently at what’s
available?
Why not have a go and make a
spring/summer project of it?

Do a Diploma?

mailto:secretary@worcscc.uk
mailto:secretary@worcscc.uk
mailto:w-news@worcscc.uk
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-diplomas
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-diplomas
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-diplomas/473-wcc-diplomas
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/wcc-diplomas/473-wcc-diplomas
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Angie Hill says:-

‘Well folks, that's it! I've
completed my challenge to walk
100 miles by the time my
fundraiser finished today (March
10th), raising £530 for Refuge
in the process.
A pity there was no sunshine to
brighten the walk, but at least it
wasn't raining! Absolutely
delighted to have raised as much
for this wonderful charity.
I've enjoyed the walking (the
gales and rain storms less so). I
feel much fitter.
It also gave me much needed
motivation on some days to get
out there when I would much
rather have stayed in.’

Hearty congratulations to
Angie on her achievement, and
thanks to WCC members who
contributed (contact Angie or
donate directly to Refuge if you
still wish to help).
Now please do take a few
moments to contemplate and
enjoy a few more of Angie’s
lovely images taken on her daily
walks…

A slightly drier Angie this time!

Angie’s Refuge Walk - update

From Angie’s Facebook
fundraiser page

https://www.refuge.org.uk/
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Angie Hill
WSDP



Chesterfield in pandemic - Signs of the times
Geoff Hicks LRPS
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Judy’s spring clean
I am having a ‘Spring Clean’ of my cupboards – I hope you will help me!

Judy will be bringing some to Digi Group on 17 March in aid of Ukraine; otherwise, please contact her.

1.  Vanguard ‘Alta Rise 45’ camera backpack-black.  Very good condition, this stands vertical, has side
access and built in tripod carrier.  £40 (new £90)
2. Manfrotto Carbon Fibre Tripod 190CXPRO4 – good condition
£75.00
3. Matin LCD View Finder - makes viewing the rear screen easier by
magnifying & blocking daylight. Boxed, in excellent condition £10.00.
4. Daler Mountboard – A1 cut in half ready for 50x40 cut - 10xPolar
White, 2x Ice White held in black Portfolio carrier. Also included
Maped mount cutter & spare blades +can 3M spray mount -  £5.00
5. B&W screw in ND10 filter 77mm – condition used - £10.00
6. B&W screw Circular Polariser 77mm  - condition used - £10.00

The following items would just like a NEW HOME!

1. JJC TM Multi Function Timer/Remote Control for Canon
2. Small Lowepro Camera Backpack – green
3.  Messenger type shoulder camera bag – handy for small mirrorless cameras.
4. Various screw in filters:- Hoya UV– 77mm, Starburst 77mm, Infra Red 720nm – 55mm, Skylight
filter 58mm, SRB Variable ND 62mm
5. Lee 100 Filter holder plus Adaptor rings 77mm & 67mm
6. Metal case with foam padding inside to protect gear.
7. Spyder 2 PRO from DataColour
8. I also have a collection of books – both Photography and software related – in normal times I would
bring them to a meeting!  Would be happy for anyone to come and browse at home.

If interested please contact me by email or phone; details in Members’ Area.  Judy Knights

I

Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE 4

https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/confrere/
https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/confrere/
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Martin’s clearance…
I could do with clearing out my loft of things I no longer need, so here are a few things to start with.

��A set of two studio lights, they are flash units with modelling lights.
They come in a case together with barn doors, cables etc. There are
also stands for the lights. I have used these for
lighting models in my garage and for
many still life things like smoke
patterns etc.

�� A number of continuous lights, some
powerful and others less so, together
with their stands. See the photo of some
of them hanging in my loft…

�� A Benbo tripod. I am uncertain whether I have a head for
this, but might have somewhere.

��A few surge protected extension leads, like those shown here…

��TEAC 3 track cassette recorder – see above.

��Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector plus slide trays

��Darkroom equipment – enlarger, safelight, trays, tanks, tim
er etc.

I don’t want any money for any of these, although if you want
them soon, perhaps a donation for Ukraine might be nice. I
would much rather they went to someone who might use them
rather than going to the tip.
They are too awkward to take all of them on Thursday to the
meeting so you would need to let me know beforehand if
you are interested, or collect them from my house.
Give me a ring if you are interested.

https://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/confrere/
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Dates for the diary

Do pass on any info that might be
of interest to members.

To 29 May  Spurn Safaris.
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust.
3 March -26 June Postwar
Modern: New Art in Britain
1945–1965 is on show at
Barbican Art Gallery, London,
Free. (Barbican Covid advice)
16-19 March The Societies’
Convention, London,  from
£10 for Trade Show. Booking.
16 March – 13 April London
Salon
27 March MidPhot
Presentation Day £3
Knife Angel to end of March in
Worcester. Calendar of events.

23 March – 3 April 2022
(Free) Showcase: A Gift to
Birmingham, Ikon Gallery
Vanley Burke’s photographic
documentation of migrant
communities in Birmingham.
30 March 6-7:15 Role of the
Artist in Public Life with
Vanley Burke and a
panel  (Free/donation)
9 & 10 April,Worcester.
ATMOSPHERE FESTIVAL
Atmosphere is a Spring festival
with a strong focus on the
environment and the world we
live in. It is designed to spark
discussion through a mix of live
performances, workshops and
events either inspired by the
environment or with a clear
message about the environment
and the natural world This is a
FREE day-time event that will
inspire and engage people of all

ages. From flying machines to
giant silk hammocks, from yoga
to beekeepers, there’s something
for everyone at Atmosphere!

3 May at Avoncroft, David Keep,
From Sealions to Sharks.
Bromsgrove PS.

Surrealism Beyond Borders To
29 August Over 150 works,
from painting and sculpture to
photography and film, it shows
how artists around the world
have been influenced by
Surrealist philosophies. By way
of photography, the show
includes work by pioneering
artists including Dora Maar,
Claude Cahun, Eileen Agar,
Françoise Sullivan, Nikola Vuco,
Kati Horna and more.
For those of you planning a
return to long-distance travel 29
April – 22 May 2022 is
Melbourne Photo 22. Also
includes streamed talks

1-3 July Large model air
show, Cosford, . Advance
tickets to 31 May.

Around the web
Lightroom – free Adobe
tutorial resources guide,
from 2-minute tips to full
tutorials. Sign-in to (free) Adobe
account required for some.

OU/RPS/FutureLearn Digital
Photography: Discover your Genre
& Develop your Style. Next start :
28 March 2022, registration open now

RPS Women in Photography
Bursary.

Martin says These are
amazing. He’s right!

Too many Blackamoors –
Heather Agyepong.

Playing through Portraiture.

Please do remember to send
in items of interest and
share your photos and news!

The Arches Project. A brief
update from Hamish who says:
’We are going to be proceeding
with the idea of a shared artist
workspace - this is very likely to
include facilities for
photographers.’

MCPF news
 155

PAGB news
March

Other news

https://www.worcestercathedral.co.uk/whats-on/the-knife-angel-in-worcester
https://www.ywt.org.uk/events/2021-09-08-spurn-safari-multiple-dates
https://www.1854.photography/2022/03/barbican-post-war-art/
https://www.1854.photography/2022/03/barbican-post-war-art/
https://www.1854.photography/2022/03/barbican-post-war-art/
https://www.barbican.org.uk/your-visit/coronavirus-advice/covid-safety
https://thesocieties.net/convention/
https://thesocieties.net/convention/
https://thesocieties.net/convention/register/
http://www.londonsalon.org/
http://www.londonsalon.org/
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/midphot-2/
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/midphot-2/
https://www.worcestercathedral.co.uk/whats-on/the-knife-angel-in-worcester
https://www.ikon-gallery.org/event/showcase-a-gift-to-birmingham/
https://www.ikon-gallery.org/event/showcase-a-gift-to-birmingham/
https://www.ikon-gallery.org/event/the-role-of-the-artist-in-public-life/
https://www.ikon-gallery.org/event/the-role-of-the-artist-in-public-life/
http://www.vanley.co.uk/
https://thearchesworcesterfestivals.co.uk/atmosphere/
https://thearchesworcesterfestivals.co.uk/atmosphere/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/from-sea-lions-to-sharks-tickets-234237991137
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/surrealism-beyond-borders
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/surrealism-beyond-borders
https://www.1854.photography/2022/02/being-human-photo-2022-melbourne/
https://photo.org.au/photo-live
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events/large-model-air-show/
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/whats-going-on/events/large-model-air-show/
https://blog.adobe.com/en/2020/03/27/your-tutorial-resource-guide-to-photography-editing
https://rps.org/qualifications/open-university-online-courses/
https://rps.org/qualifications/open-university-online-courses/
https://rps.org/news/bristol/2022/march/rps-women-in-photography-bursary/
https://www.charlesbrooks.info/
https://www.charlesbrooks.info/
https://www.heatheragyepong.com/toomanyblackamoors
https://www.lensculture.com/articles/bubi-canal-playing-through-portraiture
https://www.thearchesworcester.co.uk/
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/155-Mar-2022-mcpfnewsletter.pdf
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/155-Mar-2022-mcpfnewsletter.pdf
http://pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en302%201%20March.pdf
http://pagbnews.co.uk/sites/default/files/newsletters/en302%201%20March.pdf
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